Informal Mentoring of Adolescents about Computing: Relationships, Roles, Qualities, and Impact
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ABSTRACT
Influencing adolescent interest in computing is key to engaging diverse teens in computer science learning. Prior work suggests that informal mentorship may be a powerful way to trigger and maintain interest in computing, but we still know little about how mentoring relationships form, how mentors trigger and maintain interest, or what qualities adolescents value in informal mentors. In a 3-week career exploration class with 18 teens from underrepresented groups, we had students write extensively about their informal computing mentors. In analyzing their writing, we found that most teens had informal computing mentors, that mentors were typically teachers, friends, and older siblings (and not parents or school counselors), and that what teens desired most were informal mentors that were patient, helpful, inspiring, and knowledgeable. These findings suggest that computing mentors can come in many forms, that they must be patient, helpful, and inspiring, but that they also require content knowledge about computing to be meaningful. Future work might explore what knowledge of computing is sufficient to empower teachers, parents, peers, and family to be effective computing mentors.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Computing has become an integral part of society, increasing the importance of future generations learning about computing. In most places in the world, whether an adolescent engages in computing education is a decision based partly on their interest in computing as a subject [25, 26]. As a psychological and motivational construct, interest can be viewed as a predisposition to reengage with certain ideas over time, shaped by the interaction between a learner and their environment over time, and evolving from something that is external and situational to something personal and individual [14].

Unfortunately, prior work has shown that many adolescents are either not interested, or actively disinterested in learning computing, viewing it as boring, antisocial, irrelevant, male, and competitive (e.g., [6, 24, 25]). Changing these adolescents’ interests is hard. Theoretically, interest must be both triggered and maintained situationally before it becomes internalized enough to drive further learning [14]. Both triggering and maintenance require ongoing effort by both the adolescent and also by people in an adolescent’s life. For example, adolescents might become interested because someone fosters pleasure in learning about a subject, concern about a problem related to the subject, identity around knowledge of the subject, or curiosity about the subject [4, 11]. Interest can also be fostered through social means, such as becoming part of a social group, or meeting some social obligation [11]. The maintenance of deeply engaged interest development is rarely about a particular domain of interest, but rather a constellation of concerns, domains, values, goals, practices, and communities that make practice of an interest meaningful along different time scales [2]. In the context of computing, this general literature on interest development suggests that an Hour of Code experience might trigger an interest in computing, but adolescents will need a strong social and “multitopical” component over time to develop an individual interest [2].

One way to facilitate this exploration is through mentoring relationships [20]. Mentors can be “intimate strangers,” in that the student may not know a mentor as a person, but the mentor nevertheless offers sustained help in accomplishing an authentic task that youth have chosen to work on [13]. Mentors can be people like teachers, community members volunteering at a coding summer camp, or even classmates, siblings or parents [3]. The educational paradigm of connected learning views these mentoring relationships as not just helpful to developing interest, but central to embedding youth in social networks and communities of interest that they can call on for support and encouragement [18, 19]. A recent national survey of interest in computing reinforces this view, finding strong correlations between interest and the confidence and encouragement that mentors can provide [38].

Most research on mentoring has focused on formal mentoring programs, in settings such as the workplace [16, 17] or in educational contexts (e.g., [28, 33, 35, 39]), in which mentors are assigned or matched as part of a structured program. This focus on formal mentoring is also true of research on computing mentoring. This work has found that strong communication skills and an appropriate personality are key [29, 31, 32, 37], mirroring general research
on formal mentoring [12, 20, 33]. By following these practices, CS faculty can influence enrollment decisions [36], increase retention [7], and produce more effective learning [10]. Formal peer mentoring, in contrast, poses challenges that may do more harm than good [15], but can improve learners’ sense of community [9].

While there has been substantial prior work on formal mentoring relationships both inside and out of computer science education, we still know little about the informal mentoring relationships that develop organically, particularly among adolescents [20]. Recent efforts to define mentorship primarily focus on formally designed mentoring interventions, decomposing models along dimensions such as relative seniority, tie strength, mentee selection, training, monitoring, and policy [8]. Informal mentoring relationships have some of these features, but lack any intentionality in their qualities. A recent definition (and the one we use in this paper) defines informal mentoring relationships as determined not by the setting a learner is in, but rather as relationships that developed as extensions to existing social support structures, developing gradually over time [1, 21]. By this definition, prior work shows that many adolescents have informal mentors in their lives: one national survey of U.S. teens found that more than 4 out of 5 adolescents identified informal mentors that they obtained through their social networks [27]. Another study of Los Angeles teens showed that more than half of adolescents had informal mentors, viewing key mentor attributes as showing respect, offering someone to talk to, and supporting social and learning activities [5].

Only recently have researchers begun to investigate informal mentoring of adolescents about computing. This work has found that many students mention the importance of mentors in deepening their interest in computing [22], that interest is associated with having and gaining an informal mentor [23] and that informal mentors included friends, siblings, parents, neighbors, cousins, and teachers. What makes informal computing mentorship notable is just how strongly predictive it is of interest: in a recent study [23], having an informal mentor predicted more than 25% of the variation in self-reported interest in learning computing, an order of magnitude more than gender or socioeconomic status.

While this work shows the importance of mentorship, it leaves open several questions about mentoring relationships:

- What kinds of informal mentoring relationships form?
- What do mentors do to trigger and maintain interest?
- What qualities do youth value in their mentors?
- What impact do youth believe their mentors have?

Our approach to answering these questions was to teach a small group of 18 low-income, racially diverse teens from the city of Seattle, Washington, USA, and have them write about their interests and informal mentoring relationships. We hoped a longitudinal encounter with a trusted teacher and among trusted peers would be more revealing than brief interviews or surveys, while also acknowledging teens’ active and evolving sense of identity and interest.

2 METHOD

Our method engaged students both retrospectively and prospectively, relying partly on their memories of current and recent mentoring relationships, but also their active engagement in developing academic interests. We devised a 10-hour class to elicit these perspectives, split across ten days of 1-hour sessions over three weeks. We offered the class as part of our university’s Upward Bound program. The class sought to introduce students to careers in web design by engaging them with the experiences that led to their interests and by helping them to develop these interests.

Upward Bound (UB) is a U.S. federally-funded college preparation program that helps high school students who are low-income and/or have no parent or guardian with a bachelor’s degree. There are currently 826 programs in the U.S., many of which have existed since the 1964 Economic Opportunity Act that founded them. The program we worked with serves three urban south Seattle public high schools and reaches about 125 students per year. The program is free; students receive lunch money and a stipend to attend. In 2017, 79% were both low-income and first-generation immigrants, 50% identified as female, 35% as South Asian, 19% as African, 16% as Asian, 14% as Hispanic/Latino, 10% as Black, 4% as two or more races, and 2% as White. The program’s high school graduation rate is 98% and its college graduation rate is consistently above 60%.

The UB program offers a 6-week summer curriculum. We offered a three-week course titled “Web Design” as part of a six-week “Career Exploration” course, the other half of which introduced students to careers in architecture. Our course description was:

Love the Internet? Want to learn more about how to create content and experiences for it? In this course, you’ll learn these things and more, learning modern technologies for web design and the big ideas in computing that make the Internet work. You’ll create real websites that people in your life can visit and work together with your classmates to make them great. We’ll also spend time helping you develop plans for further learning, discussing classes, degrees, and careers related to computing and the web.

Program administrators solicited student preferences and then randomly assigned students to their 1st and 2nd choices, ensuring a balance along racial and gender lines; however, administrators also encouraged students to focus on classes that would satisfy graduation requirements, which biased enrollment against our course.

We aimed to provide a course that was genuinely helpful in teaching students about computing education and careers, while also encouraging students to focus on classes that would satisfy graduation requirements, which biased enrollment against our course.

The premise of the course, as conveyed to students, was that “computing is everywhere,” and that computing had some connection to their interests. To help them find these connections, we asked students, over the course of the three weeks, to create a site using the Google Sites platform, spanning five pages:

- An “About” landing page that gave context to who the student was and what their interests were.
- An “Interests” page, which provided a narrative about the student’s general academic interests and their thoughts on computing, including details about the people in their life that contributed to those interests and disinterests.
- A “Mentor” page, which elaborated on one of the people in their narrative, giving detail about how they came to be mentored by the person and how that person contributed to their interests (computing or otherwise).
- A “Goals” page, in which students expressed the activities they wanted to engage in to further their interests.
- A “Who Can Help” page, which described qualities of their ideal mentor and listed people who could match their ideal.
Students created these five pages across the ten days, with the guidance and help of the first and second authors. To help students understand the genre of content and the level of detail we were seeking, the second author, an undergraduate student studying information science, created a site of her own, as an exemplar. Additionally, each evening after class, the second author also read each page, embedding clarifying questions, both to help students reflect on their past and future, but also to ensure sufficient detail in the content for our research goals.

Additionally, at the beginning of the course, we administered a brief survey of age, racial identity, gender identity, grade level, language fluency, and reasons for enrolling in the class. We also coarsely measured prior knowledge by having students self-report what technology classes they had taken at their school and what programming languages they had used at least once. We measured interest in computing education by adapting an existing validated scale for STEM education [30].

At the end of the course, students presented their sites at an end of summer ceremony to their parents, siblings, and other teachers. After their final edits, we archived their pages for analysis.

Because students in Upward Bound engage in both their third and fourth years of high school, the class did have 4 students whom the first author had taught the year prior to this study. Therefore, there was some potential that those students would write about the first author as an informal mentor. The first author explicitly raised this as a possibility and encouraged students to focus broadly on everyone who had impacted their interests, and that they should be honest about the limited impact that the first author might have had on their interests, so he could improve his efforts in future years. Of course, these students may have censored some of their more negative thoughts about the first author’s mentorship, since he held power over their grades in the summer course.

The first two authors, as the instructors of the course, also engaged in mentoring best practices, writing individual feedback to each student’s homework assignments and web pages that guided their lives outside of school, providing encouragement and guidance in class, and offering mentorship after the class was over.

2.1 Participants
The class ultimately enrolled 18 students, 8 female-identified, between the ages of 16 and 18 years. Students lived in a dozen distinct neighborhoods of south Seattle, and all were entering their junior or senior year of high school. Only 7 students spoke English at home, with the rest of the students speaking a range of languages, including Spanish, Vietnamese, Chinese, Amharic, Oromo, Kiswahili, and Somali at home. Nine students identified as Asian (of these, six as Vietnamese), 4 as Hispanic, 4 as Black, and 1 as Native Pacific Islander. Only one student had a parent who had finished more than some college; this student’s father had recently finished college and started a job as a software engineer. The majority of the remaining students had parents or guardians who had finished no more than some high school. The students’ reported parent occupations including nurse, janitor, barber, construction manager, gardener, and waitstaff, or listed unemployed or retired.

We asked students for their reasons for enrolling. Eight reported being explicitly interested in learning about programming and web design, five mentioned being interested in the architecture portion of the career exploration elective, 3 reported being forced to take it because they either did not want to take the other electives or their preferred elective was full, and 2 mentioned taking it because they enjoyed taking the first author’s class in the previous year. All but one student was aware of a computing course at their high school or community college, but only 8 mentioned having taken it or an Upward Bound computing course. Six students reported not having ever used a programming language, and the others reported languages such as Java, JavaScript, Scratch, and Excel. On an aggregate scale measuring interest in learning about computing, interest was positive for 10 of the students, and neutral or negative for the other 8. On their websites, students explicitly described academic interests in health, medicine, math, law, business, art, science, music, sports, environment science, biomedical engineering, and aerospace engineering. None mentioned interests related to computing, despite the class’s explicit focus on computing.

2.2 Analysis
Our unit of analysis was an informal mentoring relationship. To analyze relationships, we systematically read each student’s homework submissions and web pages, extracting all sentences referring to an informal mentor. We extracted and categorized four types of information: the relationship the student had to the mentor, actions the mentor performed in their role as a mentor, qualities the student described their mentor having, and perceived impact from the mentoring relationship. Our process for coding mentor statements began with open coding of the set of statements that concerned a mentor to generate categories consistent with the content of the sentences. Then, we performed axial coding of the entire set of sentences for each mentor, systematically assigning categories from open coding to each mentoring relationship. Given the small, non-representative sample, we did not seek to quantify the frequency of categories. Our results are therefore the categories themselves, inferred from students’ writing.

3 RESULTS
Throughout, we quote students anonymously. All spelling and grammar issues in quotes are students’ own, and are due to many of them recently learning English.

3.1 What kinds of informal mentoring occur?
The 18 students we taught mentioned 47 informal mentoring relationships that influenced their interest in learning computing. Students mentioned anywhere from 1 to 7 relationships, with a median of 2. All relationships emerged from social contexts not originally intended to produce mentorship. Many of the students mentioned the first two authors who taught the course as mentors, and so we include students’ perspectives on us as well.

Students wrote in widely varying detail about their mentors, but there was sufficient information to classify each according to well-defined social role. By far the most common role was teacher, which was 25 (50%) of the relationships mentioned. By "teacher," however, students were not referring to the role of managing a classroom, providing instruction, and administering tests, but rather the mentoring role of providing guidance and encouragement to
them individually and often outside of class, beyond the boundaries of what students viewed as teachers normally providing. We will therefore call these teachers teacher-mentors.

There were two types of teacher-mentors. The most common was Upward Bound teachers, which 9 students mentioned. These mentors included six distinct people, including the first two authors of the paper, and other past instructors of computing courses, two of whom were doctoral students. All of these teacher-mentors developed relationships with each individual student and viewed their role as guiding students to and through college.

Nine students also mentioned teacher-mentors from their public schools who individually encouraged interest in computing:

One of my mentors that shaped my interest in computing was my 8th grade tech teacher, [–]. He is also the school’s Spanish teacher and librarian. Our previous librarian had retired and it was [–]’s first year at the school. We became acquainted since I usually visit the library often during recess. I was surprised to hear that he was going to teach the brand new tech course. (F, African, 17)

Students described these teachers as interacting directly with them and providing them meaningful attention outside of class.

Nine students mentioned a sibling or cousin. For example:

...my older sister by 21 months. She is the smartest person I know, or at least one of the smartest. When I was little and before I met a lot of people, she is the person that I would say is the smartest besides my dad... I live with her so I can just barge into her room whenever I need help. But she’s going to college so she’ll probably not have time for me. (M, Asian, 16)

Not all sibling relationships were constructive. One older brother encouraged a student to take AP CS, but offered little support:

Sometimes, he would yell at me for my troubling grade in the class but he could not able to listen to me looking out for support... Also, he do not spent much time with me to be able to understand my problem in the class or unable to help me on it... Throughout, the AP class I would cried myself to sleep in silent without letting my older brother know my struggle in class... (M, Asian, 17)

Six students described friends as informal mentors. In all but one case, these were friends in the students’ schools with whom they interacted regularly. The nature of these relationships was quite diverse. Some were acquaintances that students met through classes, clubs, or their community and shared their knowledge. Others were best friends who had some computing knowledge:

Later on my best friend [–], who was a year younger, introduced me to the concept of coding and web design after she took a class at school sophomore year. (F, Hispanic, 17)

One student mentioned an online friendship that emerged from starting a Minecraft server. A high school student in Canada that was one year older decided to help him set it up, teaching him over hours on Skype, helping the student solve programming problems and providing him guidance on how to run the online community:

During one of his brief lectures one day, [–] explained to the entire class how computing happens everywhere, not just with people who major in computer science. He then showed us a list of careers that utilize computing. Aerospace engineering, a career I am interested in was on that list! That moment changed my views of computer science because it plays a large role in the field of engineering. After this day I became more open minded with computing as the class was very enjoyable. (M, Asian, 16)

Only three students mentioned their mentors offering encouragement. A few mentioned parents playing this role superficially:

Dad really wanted me to have a career in computing because it’s ‘easy’ and has a good pay. Good Impact. (M, Asian, 17)

My mom has always expressed some of her desire for me to pursue computer science as a career because she heard that it is a very popular field in this day and age. She would always try to persuade me to take computers classes in school which I had no desire to take... This slight pressure actually had the opposite affect and made me not want to go into this field. (F, Asian, 17)

In both of these cases, students perceived the encouragement to be unrelated to the student’s interests.

Aside from skills, perspectives, and encouragement, students did not mention other elements of mentoring described in prior studies, including goal setting or psychological support.

### 3.3 What qualities do adolescents value?

In creating their “Mentor” page, we explicitly prompted students to describe what they valued about their mentors, and in our effort to help them develop goals and plans, also asked them to characterize the qualities of an “ideal” mentor. We analyzed these statements and found a range of mentor qualities.

A small number of adjectives and phrases dominated youths’ descriptions. Table 1 shows the most frequent qualities described more than once, including patient, helpful, inspiring, and supportive.

These manifested in similar ways across each role. For example, students characterized teachers as focused on helping students build confidence, identity, and skills:

Ms. [–] was caring person and very inspirational. Due to the fact that she was an African American woman into computer engineering, she really inspired me that anything thing can be done and that if you gain enough interest into computing you can use that skills to build skills that will make you successful. She did not want me to discourage myself and assume I was not good with computer. She was caring enough to work with me alone to help me build my skills with computer so that I don’t become left out from the class. (F, African American, 17)
Table 1: Frequency of qualities students used to describe their informal mentors (left) and their ideal mentors (right).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Helpful</th>
<th>Inspiring</th>
<th>Supportive</th>
<th>Fun</th>
<th>Interactive</th>
<th>Kind</th>
<th>Caring</th>
<th>Clear</th>
<th>Humble</th>
<th>African American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>34%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Students described their friends and siblings in similar terms, emphasizing how comfortable and supported they felt:

[-] is easy to work with because he is very humble and laid back as well as supportive and patient. He also has a good sense of humor and is only a year older than me so it is easy for us to talk and relate. (M, Asian, 17)

What’s most important about my sister is that she even until this very day she puts me first in everything. I was lucky to have a sister who is humble and caring. (F, Hispanic, 17)

In their “Who can help” page, students described their ideal mentors, and people in their lives who might fit those ideals. The qualities they described (also shown in Table 1) mirrored those of their past and current informal mentors:

The most important quality I would value in a mentor is motivation. I think as a mentor it is very important to encourage your mentee to do better at anything in there life, and especially to be able to bring them up and empower them when something happens that brings them down. (F, African American, 17)

My ideal mentor would be someone who I’m comfortable around. This is probably the most important trait. I have this fear of messing up in front of other people and it causes me to just malfunction. When I’m alone, I can just laugh over my mistake and move on but in front of others I just can’t. (F, Hispanic, 17)

Patient. So they can put up with my shit. (M, Asian, 17)

While students mentioned a desire to be close to their mentors, they also mentioned the importance of mentors having wisdom and genuine expertise in computing:

Someone who has a lot of experience in my interests. They will be able to tell me what kind of experience I need, what classes to take, and so forth. I could go to this person for advice and ask for help. (F, Pacific Islander, 16)

I would like my mentor to be an expert because I want to be able to learn a lot and achieve my goal. I prefer mentors who interactive, fun, outgoing, easy to talk to, and flexible. My mentor’s age doesn’t matter much to me because friends can be mentors too. (M, Asian, 17)

In reflecting on who in their life might fit these ideals, most students wrote about existing mentors already in their life, with whom they were already comfortable speaking. Several, however, described people they already knew who might be able to support them, including teachers they admired but never talked to, siblings with whom they never shared their interests, and friends who knew about computing but had never shared their knowledge:

A person who would fit my ideal mentor would be my sister [-]. She is very understanding and patient. Though she does not know a lot about any of my interest, she will be able to teach some of it. (F, Pacific Islander, 16)

Few students mentioned their parents, lamenting that they did not have the knowledge to guide them in their academic interests.

3.4 What impact do youth perceive?

In describing their mentors’ contributions to their lives, many students described how their identity shifted:

9th grade summer’s Web Design class left me unsure in my coding capabilities and disappointed in myself. On the other hand, 10th grade summer’s Web Design class helped me understand the role of coding in life, as well as reaffirm my self-confidence... Thanks in large part to [-]’s teachings, I once again believed that even someone like me can excel at coding with enough practice. (M, Asian, 17)

Going to [-]'s class everyday for the past few weeks has been very eye opening for me. It has made me wonder why I was so disinterested with computing to begin with. Not only has [-] allowed me to learn about the field of computer science, but I have also learned more about myself and what I want to do in the future. (M, Asian, 17)

Others focused on how mentors shifted their interests:

He greatly advised me to follow my ambitions in what ever career that caught my attention and never be lured by the income I would be earning. I could tell by just looking at his lifestyle of what kind of ambitions he was advising me about... We have become great friends despite the wide age gap between us. (M, African, 18)

In other cases, mentors shaped students’ perspectives on the world and their role in it:

All my teachers had a positive impact on me and showed me that code isn’t just used for building websites, but showed me that coding is used for almost everything we interact with. (M, Hispanic, 17)

All three of these types of perceived impact centered on helping to develop an adolescent by giving them knowledge about computing. This focus on knowledge, and its impact on interest, is consistent with the mutually reinforcing roles of identity, values, and goals in developing interest over time [2].

4 DISCUSSION

Prior work shows that most adolescents have informal mentors from their social network that offer respect, support, and encouragement of their social and learning activities [5, 27]. Our work builds upon these findings in many ways.

First, the types and distribution of informal mentoring relationships we observed reinforce prior work showing that informal mentoring relationships emerge naturally from existing social relationships [1, 21]. Our work extends this to computing, showing that even among students with lower socioeconomic status and without parents who have earned college degrees, attending school that offers computing can indirectly produce informal mentorship about computing.

Our results also show that teachers in any subject area can play an instrumental mentorship role in not only teaching computing skills, but offering guidance, encouragement, and perspective on computing. When asked to select a mentor to describe, most chose a teacher, partly because that was the only informal computing mentor they had, but also because of the pivotal role that teachers played in offering individual guidance on the subject.

Unlike prior work showing the role that parents can play in triggering computing interest [3], the adolescents we taught relied more on teachers, siblings, and friends. This might be explained by demographic differences: none of our youth had parents with college degrees, and none of their parents had knowledge of computing. In contrast, Barron et al. studied youth with parents working in Silicon Valley. Another explanation is age: adolescents can be
more interested in developing identity with peers and other adults than with their parents [34].

Finally, students’ characterization of qualities of an ideal mentor were strikingly consistent: they sought mentors who would not judge them for their failures, who would inspire them to learn, and who had the expertise to guide them. Students reported that their mentors having sufficient expertise was just as important as having a comfortable relationship with them. These qualities, while often found in great teachers, can also apparently be found in great friends, great older siblings, and even online friends.

These results have many implications. First, these findings point to the need for a deeper understanding of what aspects of adolescents’ relationships give them the capacity for informal mentorship. Are there ways of providing peers, parents, and teachers with enough content knowledge about computing to thrive as mentors? Could we teach potential informal mentors this content at scale? What explicit steps might schools take to foster these informal mentoring relationships organically? If we can answer these questions, we may be able to not only trigger more interest in computing, but maintain and develop it over time among more diverse groups.
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